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and
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ABSTRACT

A charge coupled device (CCD) imaging c_m.era system has been developed as part
of the Ground Test Accelerator praject at the Los Alamos National Laboratory to
measure the properties of a large diameter, neutral particle beam. The camera is
designed to operate in the accelerator vacuum system for extended periods of time.
It would normally be cooled to reduce dark current. The CCD contains 1024 ×
1024 pixels with pixeI size of 19 × 19 I.tm2 and with four phase parallel clocking
and two phase serial clocking. The serial clock rate is 2.5x105 pixels per second.
Clock sequence and tinting are controlled by an external logic-word generator. The
DC bias voltages are likewise located externally. The camera contains circuitry to
generate the analog clocks for the CCD and also contains the output video signal
amplifier. Reset switching noise is removed by an external signal processor that
employs delay elements to provide noise suppression by the method of double-
correlated sampling. The video signal is digitized to 12 bits in an analog to digital
converter (ADC) module controlled by a central processor module. Both modules
are located in a VME-type computer crate that communicates via ethernet with a
separate workstation where overall control is exercised and image processing
occurs. Under cooled conditions the camera shows good linearity with dynamic
range of 2000 and with dark noise fluctuations of about +1/2 ADC count. Full well
capacity is about 5×105 electron charges.

1. INTRODUCTION

In an earlier accelerator experiment I imaging cameras were employed to obtain precise
information on the aberrations of an expanded 50-MeV H- beam. The beam was of modest
diameter (-20 cm) and the beam tubes were small enough that the cameras could be located
outside the vacuum system and view the interaction of the modulated beam with the fluores-
cent screen through a window reflected in a mirror. These measurements were performed by
the "pinhole" method in which the initial H- beam was converted to several hundred neu-
tralized pinhole-sized beamlets which were allowed to drift down stream to interact with an
imaging system.
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The effort to develop expertise in the acceleration of expanded neutral beams has continued
at the Los Alamos National Laboratory in the Ground Test Accelerator project (GTA), which
is under the general auspices of the Accelerator Technology Division. The objective is to
develop a 24-MeV expanded H- beam of high intensity and high quality. Our responsibili-
ties, as earlier, are concerned with preparations for precision measurement of the beam
characteristics.

This paper describes the development and performance of an imaging camera suitable for
location in the accelerator vacuum system and to provide precise measurement of the
expanded H- beam properties.

2. GENERAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

One of the objectives of the GTA project is to demonstrate the feasibility of a neutral hydro-
gen beam with very small angular divergence. It is necessary not only to expand the beam
diameter to achieve this, as follows from fundamental theory, but also to measure and control
the aberrations. The design goal is a beam of about one-half meter diameter. We propose
to employ tile pinhole method for beam measurement, in which the incoming 24-MeV
expanded H- beam would bc converted into several hundred neutralized pinhole beamlets at
an accurately measured pinhole plate. The assembly of neutral hydrogen beamlets would then
be allowed to drift downstream a distance of about 30 meters to penetrate a fluorescent
screen. The pattern of bright spots would then be measured by an imaging camera located in
the vacuum system. Such measurements provide information on angle and intensity at lateral
positions over a cross section of the beam. The information allows the extraction of the
v_ues of focus and aberration and corrections to these as may be required. By careful pro-
cedures it is expected that third-order aberrations will be readily measured and that fifth-order
aberrations will be detected, if present.

We will measure the positions of the bright spots by imaging them on the surface of a charge
coupled device (CCD), which forms the core of the imaging camera. The CCD has outstand-
ing qualities for this application. It has a fixed pixel array. It is linear. It has extraordinary
dynamic range. The concept of the CCD is not much older than twenty years, 9-but it has
given rise to significant advances in e!ectronic and imaging science. A useful and still current
review of CCD properties is given by Janesick 3 et al.

We employ the Thompson TH7896A CCD, 4 which has 1024 lines with 1024 pixels per line.
The pixel size is 19 × 19 I.tm.2 This implies a square image register 1.945 cm on a side. The
optical magnification required is the quotient 1.945/50 which is approximately 1/26. Illumina-
tion is required over an area of 15 or 20 pixels in order to obtain good centroid position infor-
mation for each bright spot. This requires that the diameter of the pinhole beamlets at the
screen be about 2 ram, perhaps a little less. Under these circumstances we expect to obtain
an error of 1/50 pixel in measuring the positions of the centroids of the imaged bright spots
on the CCD. By suitable means we would calibrate the geometry of the CCD and optical
system. Angular precision in the microradian range is needed to achieve our measurement
objectives.

A rough estimate of the expected angular precision follows. The effective pixel size projected
on the screen is (50 cm)/1024 or about 1/2 mm, namely 500 ptm. We aim for a centroid
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position error of 1/50 pixel or 10 _m. The estimate of angular error is then 10 lam divided by
30 m or one-third microradian, where 30 m is the expected drift distance. Systematic effects
may well increase this estimated error somewhat. This kind of precision, obtained on several
hundred pinhole beamlets, is adequate to obtain precise measurements of the properties of the
beam. Such measurements remain for the future, however, and will not be discussed further
here.

We plan to locate the imaging camera inside the vacuum system owing to the large size of the
beam pipe hardware and the difficulty of viewing the fluorescent screen from the outside.
The beam itself is relatively large and in addition there are requirements for lateral deflection
of the beam, which further increases beam tube diameter. The CCD camera and fluorescent
screen would be mounted on a movable carriage with the camera looking upstream at the
screen. Some stripped proton intensity would impinge on the camera lens with the threat of
radiation damage. Consirering the expected beam conditions, this does not appear to be seri-
ous.

The CCD would be cooled in vacuum to reduce dark current and maintain high-dynamic
range. The final design has yet to be made; however, we consider that the use of cold gase-
ous or liquid nitrogen is well suited to the problem.

With the CCD camera in the vacuum there is the possibility of excessive heating if the refri-
geration were to fail. The electronic design is such as to dissipate low power in the camera
itself. We beli sve that the camera is able to operate warm in the vacuum indefinitely without
overheating. Without refrigeration, however, performance would be degraded owing to
increased dark current.

3. ORGANIZATION OF THE LABORATORY TEST SYSTEM

Figure I shows a schematic diagram of the arrangement of the elements of the laboratory test
system fcr the CCD camera. This system provides an environment similar to that expected at
the accelerator site. For example, the coaxial cables carrying clock pulse trains and analog
video signal are 15 m long and as such would allow connection to the accelerator detector
chamber from outside the radiation shield wall.

The CCD camera at the lower right in Fig. 1 is to be imagined as located in the test vacuum
chamber. This chamber is about 75 cm in diameter with the same depth. Pumping is pro-
vided by a CVI TM250 cryopump. 5 On one side of the chamber is an optical window for
viewing an external target. The camera is connected to a small liquid nitrogen (LN) reser-
voir in the vacuum with the LN providing refrigeration. Located outside the vacuum chamber
are the DC bias power supplies and auxiliary equipment to measure temperatures. Both of
these connect to the camera by multiconductor shielded cable. The shutter control 6 connects
to the camera on a pair of wires in the auxiliary cable.

The SUN workstation 7 shown in Fig. 1 has the function of overall control of image acquisi-
tion as well as display and storage and certain analysis functions. The VME crate contains a
Datel DVME 614A analog to digital converter 8 (ADC), which is controlled by a resident
central processor module (CPU), a Heurikon 9 HK68/V3F with 68030 processor and 25-MHz
clock frequency. This CPU communicates with the workstation over ethernet. Another
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important element of the electronic system is an Interface Technology 10 RS690T word genera-
tor which generates the logic clocks for the camera. The analog video signal is conditioned
by a signal processor before arriving at the ADC.

WORK STATION [ LOGIC CLOCK __[-]__GENERATOR m iCONTROL

_ETHER.NET I _ l

7 DC BIAS

CL'K POWER _)

CPU

I/O 13 PAl R. MP.

J_ _ _ VIDEOSIGNAL CCD
VME CRATE SIGNALPROCESSOR CAMERA

Figure 1. Diagram showing the connections between the megapixel CCD camera and various
support and control functions. The camera is located in a test vacuum chamber that is not
represented. Connections are by coaxial cable except for ethernet and twisted-pair cable as
noted. The box labelled "Temp." represents temperature sensing. The circle labelled "LN."
representsliquidnitrogencooling.

The acquisition of an image frame by the workstation proceeds as follows. The command to
acquire an image is given from the workstation and is passed over ethernet to the VME crate
where it is interpreted by the CPU. The CPU commands the input-output (I/O) module in the
crate to put out a transistor-transistor-logic (TTL) trigger pulse to the RS690T word generator.
The RS690T then sends out clocking pulses to the CCD camera on seven RG71BU coaxial
cables and a shutter control pulse on a twisted pair. The clocks are sent out in two groups of
which the first has the function of clearing the CCD. Following that the shutter opens and
integration of the optical signal occurs. The second group of clocking pulses then arrives at
the camera to read out the CCD and the analog video signals begin to flow through the signal
processor to the ADC. Simultaneously with the readout clock sequence, the word generator
sends strobe signals to the ADC to cause the video signals to be digitized.

The chief purpose of the signal processor is to remove reset switching noise and base line
shift from the video signal. A filter on the output plays the indispensable role of eliminating
electronic noise above the CCD readout frequency. In the VME crate the CPU controls the
flow of digitized video data to its own memory. When the image frame of more than a mil-
lion pixels has been digitized and stored, the CPU sends it to the workstation over ethernet
where display and analysis may be exercised.
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4. CCD CAMERA OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL DESIGN

A. OPTICAL DESIGN

The optical design is very simple. We fit a commercial photographic lens to the camera with
focus adjusted near one-half meter as needed for testing purposes. At the future accelerator
focus would be on the fluorescent screen at a distance closer to one meter. Figure 2
represents a scale diagram of a section of the camera. Directing our attention to the left side
of the figure, we see the front flange with shutter and lens. Immediately inside the front
flange is located the CCD. Its support system will be described below. The shutter is electri-
cally activated with leaf opening and closing times of about 5 ms. Image integration is not al-
lowed during these times. The shutter has an adjustable iris of 25-mm diameter when fully
opened. The shutter is screwed into a hole in the front flange and is enclosed in a cylindrical
aluminum box which is fitted with a Nikon 11 bayonet mount for a Nikkor series lens. The
distance from the seat of the bayonet mount to the front surface of the CCD is set at 46.5 mm
for infinity focus. For test and evaluation we employ tile Nikkor 105 mm f/2.8 macro-type
lens. Several such lenses have been employed in the vacuum without problem.

_fy._y PC._(VIDEOBOARD)
- / PC-2 (SWITCH BOARD

......z.........
'-. _ ,,, 11 "

"_r' __" _EI_BACKCOLD PLATE
HU : ,BACK FLANGE

COLD FINGER PLATE
CCD HEAT SHIELD

Figure 2. Scale drawing of a section of the megapixel camera. The front flange diameter is 22.2

cm. The design is such that the back flange with attached "insert assembly" may be withdrawn from

the housing thereby exposing the CCD and two printed circuit boards.
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B. MECHANICAL AND THERMAL DESIGN

As CCD cameras go, this is a relatively large fabrication. Referring again to Fig. 2, we see
that the body of the housing is formed by an aluminum cylinder of 18.4-cm diameter_ "ihe
various parts are aluminum except as noted. To the left is fastened the front flange, which
is 22.2 cm in diameter. This carries the shutter, the shutter box and the lens as noted above.
The other end of the cylinder is closed by the back flange, which is furnished with connec-
tors and penetrations. The flanges are not hermetically sealed to the cylinder. The CCD is
located close behind the front flange and connected to PC-1, the video printed circuit board.
Behind PC-l, to the right in the diagram, is PC-2, the switch board. The CCD and the two
printed circuit boards are secured to the back flange in a manner we explain shortly. The
design is such that the camera may be disassembled into two parts. One of these is the front
flange with lens assembly and attached body cylinder and internally attached heat shield. The
other is the so-called "insert assembly" which carries the exposed CCD and electronics such
as to facilitate testing and trouble shooting.

When assembled, as shown in Fig. 2, the printed circuit boards are surrounded by cold
surfaces. On the sides and front is the heat shield, cylindrical in shape and fabricated from
oxygen-free, high-conductivity copper (OFHC), used exclusively. It is fastened to the front
flange by three low-heat-conductivity, thin-wall, stainless steel tubes of which one is dep-
icted. Behind PC-2 (to the right) is the back cold plate to which PC-2 is fastened. The
back cold plate is fastened to the back flange by three thin-wall, low-heat-conductivity,
stainless steel tubes of which one is shown. The heat shield is cooled by thermal conduction
to the LN reservoir by a copper bar shown at the top of the figure and penetrating the back
flange. The back cold plate is cooled by another copper bar in the same manner as the heat
shield. The back cold plate provides refrigeration to the CCD.

The heat shield has two functions. One of these is to provide a cold environment for the
CCD and electronic components. The other is to provide a large cold surface on which water
or oil vapor can preferentially condense. Whatever the quality of the final vacuum system of
the accelerator, we want to minimize the probability of condensation on the surface of the
cold CCD.

The CCD is positioned and cooled by the cold finger that is secured to the cold finger plate.
This latter piece is fastened to the back cold plate by three short heat-conductive rods, of
which one is indicated in the diagram. The thermal conductivity of these rods is controlled
in a manner to reduce the rate of cooling of the cold finger from the back cold plate. The
CCD is cooled by its contact proximity to the cold finger and by the cold environment
in which it is located. In the work reported here we did not employ grease or other heat
conductive material between the CCD and the cold finger. It requires about five hours for the
cold finger plate to reach -35°C after an initial LN fill. During that same period of time the
dark current in the CCD decreases by a factor of about 300.

The temperatures of the cold finger plate and of several other locations are measured with
forward-biased silicon diode sensors. 1': They are clamped to the desired metal surface and two
leads are brought outside the vacuum chamber to a 10 ktA current source. The voltage drop
across the diode varies in a nonlinear manner from 0.53 V at 23°C to 0.66 V at-35.5°C. The

reproducibility and reliability have been good.
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Figure 3 provides a representation of how the
CCD is socketed and positioned at the cold
finger. The socket 13 has 44 wire wrap pins PC-1
spaced at 2.54 mm and arranged in a square.
The socket is not soldered directly on top of SOCKET
PC-l, the video preamplifier board. Rather, a CCD-.)
plasuc _4 spacer 7.3 mm thick is interposed

• between the socket and PC-1 to position the
CCD toward the lens and provide space for
electronic components beneath the heat shield.
The wire wrap pins provide the necessary ex-
tension. The socket and spacer are cut out in
their centers to allow for penetration of the __l_,.
square shaped copper cold finger. The dimen-
sions of the parts are such that the cold finger
extends out about 0.5 mm beyond the surface SPA
of the socket. The result is that when the

CCD is inserted in the socket and pressed COLD FINGER
home it seats against and is positioned by the PLATE
machined surface of the cold finger. This
causes the CCD to be positioned parallel to the Figure 3. Diagram showing the assembly of CCD,

back flange of the camera enclosure and there- socket and spacer at the the video circuit board
fore perpendicular to the lens axis. It may be (PC-l) and the relationship to the coppercold fingerplate and the attachedcoppercold finger(CF). The
noted that an optically fiat glass window is po- CCD seats against the machinedsurfaceof the cold
sitioned in a recess in the front flange immedi- finger and not against the socket.
ately in front of the CCD. Its purpose is to in-
hibit the arrival of warm vapor to the front
surface of the CCD.

5. CCD CAMERA ELECTRONIC DESIGN

A. DESCRIPTION OF THE CCD

Table 1 gives selected information on the Thompson 4 TH7896A CCD as it relates to our
application. This CCD has 1024 lines with 1024 pixels per line with a pixel size of 19 x 19
I.tm.2 The device has two serial registers with two source-follower output amplifiers 15 per
register. The amplifiers are field effect transistors (FET) of metal oxide semiconductor type.
The device can be configured to give output in three modes based on the whole image register
or on simultaneous halves or quadrants of the chip. There is a system of four parallel
clocks labelled P1 - P4 which covers the image register and moves charge down line by line
into the serial register. There are two serial clocks labelled S1 and $2 and a reset clock, R,
which move charge out of the serial register to the output amplifier. The clock PB optimizes
charge transfer from the image register to the serial register; its timing is taken from P3.
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Table 1. TH7896A CCD INFORMATION

No. lines 1024 image + 4 extra

No. pixels per line 1024 image + 36 extra
z

Pixel size 19 x 19 gm
Saturated well capacity 4.5x105 electrons, nominal value

Output amplifier gain 0.67, nominal value

Floating diode capacitance 0.1 pF
P l, P2, P3, P4 4 phase parallel clocks

S 1, $2 2 phase serial clocks
R Reset clock

PB Parallel to serial clock, timing = P3
Parallel clock capacitance 14000 pF (each clock)

Serial clock capacitance 250 pF (each clock)

Reset clock capacitance 5 pF
PB clock capacitance 20 pF

VPL & VPU Parallel lower & upper rails (0.45, 8.1 V)

VSL & VSU Serial lower & upper rails (0.45, 12.0 V)

VRL & VRU Reset lower & upper rails (0.47, 11.2 V)

VPBL & VPBU PB lower & upper rails (0.67, 12.0 V)

+10 & +15 V Auxiliary CCD bias voltages

VDD Output amplifier drain bias voltage (19.2 V)

VDR Reset amplifier drain bias voltage (12.5 V)
VGS Serial output gate bias voltage (1.5 V)

VCC _-15V power on PC boards

VEE - 15 V power on PC boards

Serial frequency 2.5x105 pixels per second

Note: Someoperatingvoltagesare given in parentheses.

We employ the high-detectivity version of the CCD, which is aimed at low noise,
cooled applications and uses one amplifier that reads out the whole image register. The
recommended serial readout frequency here is 50 kHz. We run the serial clocks five times
faster, at 250 kHz, since achieving the lowest noise is not our objective.

Considerations in choosing this device are partly as follows" the number of pixels is suited to
our resolution requirements; the size of the image register is a good match for commercial
photographic lenses; the device has good full well capacity, which augments dynamic range;
the 7896A has protection against static discharge, this gives us greater security in our mani-
pulation of the CCD; the device was known to be easy to put into operation at or near the
specified values of bias voltages, this has proved to be the case.

Also defined in Table ! _re the upper and lower bias voltages, ("rails") which determine the
voltage swing of the clocks. Other bias voltages and information are also defined there. We
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sometimes differentiate between the logic clocks, which determine the timing of the clocks,
and the analog clocks, which additionally carry the upper and lower level amplitude informa-
tion to the CCD. The logic clocks relating to serial shifting are generated with complemen-
tary logic and designated by an asterisk.

B. CONNECTION SCHEME

The camera operates in vacuum. To reach the camera all wires and cables must penetrate
the vacuum wall via suitable hermetically sealed connectors that connect to the back
flange of the camera. In our test vacuum chamber the intemal cables are only 0.6 m long; at
the future accelerator installation the vacutmi cable run would be closer to 3 m. Incoming
voltage and temperature sense wires are brought in on two 13-pair cables; these penetrate
the vacuum wall through miniature circular hermetic connectors and reach the back flange on
short cable harnesses. A total of eight coaxial cables penetrate the vacuum wall; these are
all 93-ohm, type RG71BU. Seven of these carry logic clock pulses to the camera. Inside the
vacuum chamber the>' adapt to 93-ohm miniature cable. 16 The eighth cable carries the
outgoing video signal from the back flange of the camera through the vacuum wall to the
remote signal processor.

Figure 4 provides a block diagram of the connection scheme in the camera. In the nomen-
clature of Table 1, the seven logic clocks are P1, P2, P3, P4, SI*, $2", and R*. Inside the
camera these logic clocks go to connector J4 of PC-2 on short wires. The two 26-pin
miniature circular connectors on the back flange are labelled A and B. Connector J4 on PC-2
receives all the lower- and upper-rail bias voltages that come in on connectors A and B. The
power for PC-2 is received on J5 from connector B. The video board, PC-I, receives bias
voltages for the CCD on J3 from connector B as well as VCC = +15 V. The parallel analog
clocks and VEE =-15 V are transmitted via J1 from PC-2 to PC-1. The serial, reset and
PB analog clocks are transmitted from PC-2 to PC-1 via J2. The connectors J1 through J5 on
PC-1 and PC-2 are insulation displacement connectors. Flat strip cables are employed inside
the camera for most of the interconnections. The outgoing video signal goes from PC-1 to
the back flange on a short twisted-pair conductor and thence on its way out on 93-ohm coax-
ial cable.

C. THE SWITCH BOARD

The switch board, PC-2, is a four layer bo_. i, 12.7 cm in diameter. It receives the TTL
logic clocks from the word generator and the upper- and lower-rail bias voltages from the
external power supplies as indicated in Fig. 4. It switches between the upper and lower rails
under the action of the logic clocks to generate the analog clocks. The analog clocks are
sent to the CCD on the video board, immediately adjacent, on short flat cables via connec-
tors J1 and J2. The switches are integrated circuits (IC's) in dual in-line packages utiliz-
ing field effect transistors as the active elements. Four IC's service the eight clocks that
must be generated.
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Pc-2 7ILoa,cCLOCKSl JCOAX

SWITCH _'_

BOARD ]-'_--_ "2(VPBL,VPBU) _,__ _ -_ \3 (TEMP.SENSORS) 13PAIR

/5 (P1,P2,P3,P4,VEE) _ 6 ( VPL,VPU,VSL,VSU,VRL,VRU

..... i-_ \5 ( VCC,VEE,+ 5V) "_" PC-1 \4 (S S2,R,PB) 13' R

_[-_ /5 (VDD,VDR,VGS,VCC,+ 10V)

" 'VIDEOBOARD /1 (VIDEOOUT)
' , "_'B_CK

FLANGE

Figure 4. Schematicblock diagramshowingthe connectionsin the CCD camerabetween the video
circuit board (PC-l), the switchcircuit board(PC-2)and connectorsat the back flange. Connections
are made by wire pairs, except that VCC and VEE from connectorB to J5 are doubled. Boxes
labelledJ1, J2, etc., are insulationdisplacementconnectors. ConnectorsA and B are miniature,cir-
cular 26-pinconnectors.VCC and VEErepresent+15 and -15 V supplyvoltagesto PC-I andPC-2.

/

Figure 5 displays a schematic diagram of one switching channe'l, namely that for the S1 serial
clock. This switching function is designated single pole, double throw (SPDT). Switching
action is caused by the incoming S1 logic clock, S l*, which as noted earlier, we distinguish
with an asterisk owing to its complemented nature with respect to the output analog clock.
The IH5143 IC utilizes two switches for each channel, one being open and the other closed.
What is being switched are the lower- and upper-rail bias voltages, VSL and VSU
(defined in Table 1). These are connected at the input to the switches. The outputs of
the two switches are tied together to generate the outgoing analog clock waveform, S 1. Ini-
tially, S 1" is low and the output, S1, is high at the value of VSU. When S1" swings high,
both switches change state, causing S1 to go to the low state, VSL, and remain there
until the input logic clock again goes low. This connection has the effect of comple-
mentary logic; it is utilized to optimize waveform shapes as will be noted later. The two
serial clocks and the reset clock switches are connected in this manner; the parallel and PB
clocks are connected with normal logic.

The two serial-clock pulse trains, S 1 and $2, share the same upper and lower rails; their tim-
ings are controlled individually by the logic clocks S l* and $2". Likewise for the four
parallel clocks; they share upper and lower rails but have independent timing. The reset
clock, R, has its own upper and lower rails and its own timing. The PB clock, however,
takes its timing from P3 but has its own upper and lower rails. There are four sets of
bias voltage rails which require eight adjustable DC power supplies to service the switch
board. These are located in a rack adjacent to the test vacuum chamber.
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Table 2 provides additional information con-

cerning the switches and it is seen that two VSL .i.-5" NO Rs

different types are employed, namely the VSU _£NC __Intersil-Harris ]7 IH5143 and the Sil- I Sl

iconi× 18 DG189. This choice is based on the Sl" IN _ _[_C s OUT
requirements for charging the CCD clock o.---r-a_ 1/2 IH5143

electrodes in question. The parallel clocks TOS2 _ j 5 i I+ 51_ 15 V o'--q--r-
have high capacitance owing to the fact that SECTION
between them they cover the entire area of the
im_e register, which for our device is 3.6
cmZ. Referring back to Table 1, we see that Figure " Schematic diagram of one switching
each parallel clock has 14 nF capacitance. To channel, that of S1, on the switch printed circuit
charge these clocks we want a switch with board,PC-2. It is formedby one half of an IH5143
low resistance for which the DG189 has IC. The incomingS1 logicclockisdesignated SI*

(complemented). The quantities VSL and VSU
proved to be suitable with drain to source represent the lower and upper voltage rails for the
resistance of about 15 ohms. serial clocks. The values of Rs and Cs vary as

shownin Table 2.

Referring to Table 1 again, we see that the other clocks have a much smaller capacitance
than the parallel clocks. For the serial, reset and PB clocks we employ the faster IH5143
switch that, as it happens, has about five times the resistance of the DG189. For these
clocks we found it desirable to insert additional resistance or capacitance or both at the switch
output to avoid sharp rise times and the associated undershoot phenomena. In Fig. 5 we
designate the location of such an external shunt capacitance or series resistor. The values of
these components are listed in Table 2. Such components are not employed for the paral-
lel clocks.

Table 2. SWITCHING FUNCTION INFORMATION

CL'K IC, TYPE SWITCH EXTERNAL a EXTERNAL OBSERVED b
RES. SERIES RES. SHUNT CAP RISE TIME

(ohms) (ohms) ( pF ) ( ns )
P1 U3, DG189 15 R4 = 0 None ..... 400
P2 U3, DG189 " R3 = 0 " "
P3 U4, DG 189 " R2 = 0 " "
P4 U4, DG189 " R1 = 0 " "
S1 U2, IH5143 75 R5 = 306 " 300
$2 U2, IH5143 " R6 = 306 " 300
R U1, IH5143 " R9 = 1023 220 120
PB U1, IH5143 " R8 = 10000 1000 1600

_.......

a) Resistoridentificationfollowsoriginalschematics.
b) Oscilloscopeestimateat CCD.
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D. THE VIDEO BOARD

Figure 6 provides a simplified representation of
PC-l, the video printed circuit board; its type

and diameter are the same as the switch board. [ Cc ;;R1 Ivlr_Et3
The only active electronic elements on PC-1 c
are the CCD itself and the two output
amplifiers. The analog clocks and the
required bias voltages are received by PC-1 as
shown on Fig. 4. TH7896AI

Under quiescent conditions maximum drain _ CCD !
current flows from the CCD output amplifier

through the DC load resistor, R4, to ground. Figure 6. Schematic diagram showing the
This drain current is several tenths of a milli- TH7896A CCD and the output amplifier chain on
ampere, which leads to quiescent DC vol- the video board, PC-I. U2 is an operational
tage levels near 10 V. The capacitor, C, amplifier (NE5534)and UI is a unity gain current
decouples the DC level from the input to U2, driver (LH0002). The overall gain of the combina-
the output operational amplifier. When tion is two. The values of the referenced com-ponentsare as follows:RI = R2= 2.48 kohm,R3 =
signal-induced electron charge is clocked to 58kohm,R4 = 20 kohm,C = 1 I.tFandCc -- 22 pF.
the floating diffusion capacitance at the gate of
the output FET amplifier on the CCD, the
drain current is reduced, giving rise to a
negative-going output video signal.

The output amplifier train has two stages, which we call U2 and U1. U2 is the operational
amplifier and U1 is the gain of one output current driver. They are arranged in a closed
loop with a gain of two as shown in Fig. 6. U2 is the Signetics NE5534 low-noise opera-
tional amplifier 19 with a nominal small signal bandwidth of 10 MHz. We employ the
recommended compensating capacitor of 22 pF for which the nominal slew rate of U2 is
6 V/Its. U1 is the National Semiconductor LH0002 medium-speed current amplifier. 2° It
has a nominal band width of 30 MHz, large slew rate, nominal output voltage gain of 0.97
and AC current gain of 40. The output impedance is 6 ohms with maximum voltage swing of
+10 V. It can drive a 93-ohm coaxial line, which was the principal reason for choosing
it. We maintain low gain on the video output amplifiers. Our maximum linear signal gives
negative excursions of -1.5 V into 93 ohms at the output of U1 with a gain of two. The
maximum signal accepted by the ADC is 10 V. The gain deficit is conveniently made up
in the signal processor as will be noted later.

During a review of the performance of the camera electronics, we found that excessive over-
and undershoot existed at the output video amplifiers. We varied the feedback resistors, R1

and R2, as well as the compensating capacitor, C c. Our best result was for R1 = R2 = 2.48
kohm with a gain of 2 and C c = 22 pF, which provided satisfactory performance.
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6. CLOCK GENERATION AND WAVEFORMS

A. WORD GENERATOR

The time structure of the CCD clocks is determined by a programmable, digital word gen-
erator. For this purpose we employ a commercial unit, the Interface Technology 10 RS690T
word generator. It is a freestanding electronics chassis. The basic oscillator rate is 250
MHz. The RS690T is programmed with keystrokes at the front panel monitor. For our limit-
ed purposes programs may also be input in text form on floppy disk. We employ the "timing
simulator" mode of programming, which does not require input of a detailed digital word pat-
tern, but rather requires input of the time duration of intervals (words) and the logic level of
each output channel during each sucia interval.

The output information appears on four connectors each with 16 channels of high-true TTL
outputs, with each channel capable of driving a terminated 93-ohm load. In our application
we employ one connector only. Each channel services one clock or other function; these
comprise one reset, two serial and four parallel clocks, the ADC strobe, a shutter control and
an auxiliary reset pulse for a total of 10 active channels.

From the point of view of generating CCD clocking pulses the timing simulator mode of
operation of the RS690T is very useful. The device has three levels of organization: the
major loop, a sequence of midloops and a level of individual tables that are activated under
the midloops. The basic process in CCD readout is the shifting of a line in the image register
or shifting a pixel in the serial register. These elementary processes are incorporated into
tables of commands which, with the associated midloops, may be repeated as required and in
the exact time sequence necessary to read out the CCD. The RS690T has good timing
characteristics. Its 250 MHz clock has 0.01% period accuracy and the time jitter among the
16 channels of a connector is at the level of one nanosecond or better.

Table 3 gives a summary description of the clocking program sequence currently in use with
the megapixel camera. There is one major loop which is executed once and calls three
midloops in sequence: M01 causes a fast clear of one line to be executed and being repeated
3084 times has the effect of clearing the CCD image register three times. Midloop M02
opens the shutter, waits for the programmed time and closes the shutter. Midloop M03 reads
out one line and being repeated 1024 times has the effect of causing readout of the image
register to occur. The midloops do not themselves set any bits; they control the sequence.
The work of the clocking sequence is done by the tables which are called by the midloops.

Take for example midloop three, M03, in Table 3, which activates three clocking tables to
read out the image register: T05 does a parallel shift, T02 and T03 each do a serial shift and
are otherwise identical except that T03 also reads; that is, it has an active ADC strobe. Note
that each CCD line has a total of 1060 pixels, of which the centered 1024 are image pixels
while 18 to either side are "dummy" pixels. The action of midloop M03 is then the follow-
ing. As soon as the previous loop has finished its execution, M03 causes T05 to be activated,
which shifts all lines of the image register down by one line with the closest one being loaded
into the serial register. Next, T02 shifts out the first 18 dummy pixels in the serial register
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and then shifts the charge of one more, which is the first image pixel. At this point the first
analog video signal of the current line propagates away from the camera to pass through the
signal processor and be shaped by the filter. It then arrives at the input to the ADC early in
the next clock period, which is the first repetition of T03. Early in each T03 period the ADC
strobe is sent out, which propagates to the ADC where it finds exact synchronization with the
peak of the preceding video signal pulse. Thus the first video signal of the line is strobed into
the ADC to be digitized and succeeding ones also. Table T03 repeats 1024 times. On the
I023rd repetition the last image charge of the current line is shifted out to be digitized by the
last (1024th) repetition of T03, which simultaneously shifts the first of the following group of
dummy pixels. Clocking table T02 now takes over again for 17 repetitions to shift through
the remaining dummy pixels to the end of the current line. Midloop M03 repeats this process
1024 times causing the entire image register to be read out and digitized.

i

Table 3. CLOCKING PROGRAM SEQUENCE: MAJOR LOOP

MID- TABLE DESCRIPTION No. of
LOOP Repit.
M01 FAST CLEAR 3 TIMES 3084

T05 Parallel shift, words = 9 1
T0I Fast serial shift, words = 4 1060

M02 SHUTTER AND INTEGRATION CONTROL 1

T08 Open shutter & pause, words = 11 1
"I"09 Integrate one second, words = 10 (10xl ms) 100
T10 Close shutter & pause, words = 10 1

M03 READ OUT IMAGE REGISTER 1024
T05 Parallel shift, words = 9 1
T02 Serial shift, words = 9 18+1
T03 Serial shift and read, words - 9 1024
T02 Serial shift, words = 9 18-1

B. PARALLEL SHIFT

Figure 7 shows how the parallel shift table, T05, is programmed. This pattern of clock
variations comes from the q'I--I7896A specification sheets but not the particular time
durations, which are somewhat arbitrary. The four active parallel clocks are represented as
functions of time from 0 to 38 _ts. All other channels are held constant. The dots at the left
side of each logic channel represent the low TTL state. The time period is organized into
nine words during each of which the clocks (and all other channels) are constant.
Clock transitions occur at word boundaries.
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During image integration clocks P4, P1 and W: 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5, 6 , 7 , 8 , 9

P2 are held at their high levels while P3 is
held low. The electron signal charge is held pl [ [
underneath P4, P1 and P2 while P3 provides
the barrier between lines. The parallel clock- p2 ] ]
ing activity has the following general effect.
As P4 goes low charge moves from it to the P3 I [
adjacent positive P l electrode. As P3 next
comes high charge spreads to it. The process P4 ----I ..... ]-

I i I

continues with electron charge moving in one 0 10 20 ao a8

direction from a low-going electrode to an TIME (gSEC)
adjacent high one. Finally P2 comes back
high and all the charge is again under P4, P1

Figure 7. Timing diagram for the parallel shift
and P2 and one parallel line shift has been clocking table, T05, of the RS690Tword generator.
accomplished for all the lines of the inaage The four parallel logic clocksare represented. One
register, parallel cycle lasts 38 microseconds and comprises

nine "words", numbered at the top. The first eight
During parallel transfer other logic clocks must of these words have 4 gs duration; the ninth has 6
be held at prescribed levels. The serial clocks Its.
at the CCD, S1 and $2, must be held at the
low and high levels respectively. The CCD
specifications say that reset must be held high at the CCD; by inadvertence this is not being
done but it is deemed not to be critical. The ADC strobe must be held high. The shutter
control must be low.

Figure 8 shows photographs of the observed oscilloscope traces for the parallel clocks at the
CCD, with time base of 5 Its per major division. Panel A shows the shape of P3 alone. The
rise and fall times are near 400 ns for P3 as well as the other parallel clocks. The use of
switch IC's with low resistance is necessary to achieve these short transition times. Leading
the rise of P3 by 4 Its is a small negative going pulse caused by capacitive feedthrough by the
fall of P4. The original observations showed that this excursion stayed safely above ground.
Similar artifacts are seen on the top of P3 and following it. Such effects occur on every

parallel clock at transition times of all the other clocks owing to the large mutual capaci-
tances.

Panel B of Fig. 8 shows the time relationships of all four parallel clocks triggered by the fall
of P4, the lowest trace on the photo. The time sequence follows the clocking program
exactly. Not shown is the auxiliary PB clock. It is very similar to P3 except for a longer rise
time and a smooth top since other parallel clocks do not feedthrough.

C. SERIAL SHIFT AND READ

Figure 9 represents the programming of the serial, shift-and-read, clocking table, T03. Only
the active clocks are shown. The horizontal time scale has a duration of 4 its to shift one
pixel at a rate of 2.5x105 pixels/sec. Four signals are active during I"03. At the top of the
figure is the "E'clk," which is the ADC strobe known as the external clock; more about
that below. The next clock down is the complemented reset logic clock, R*, followed by the
complemented serial logic clocks, $2' and S l*. The 4 ItS period is broken up into nine word
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intervals of varying lengths; these are indi-
cared at the top of the figure. The word
boundaries are defined by the transition of
any active clock. The short (96 ns) words
at the beginning and end of Sl* are delays
to allow the two serial clocks to intersect

at approximately half amplitude. During
the repetitions of T03 the parallel clocks
are held constant at the same levels as dur-

ing integration,

The ADC strobe, E'clk, is sent to the auxi-
liary conne¢-tor on the ADC to digitize
whatever positive voltage level is found at
the ADC input. As shown in the top trace
of Fig. 9, we see that E'clk is high except
during the interior interval of a T03 period.
The E'clk has the nature of two low-true,
TTL pulses per T03 period. The first down
transition of E'clk, denoted by the point (a)
on Fig. 9, is where the input video signal is
switched into the ADC and held prior to
digitization. At the second down transition,
denoted by (b), digitization begins and lasts

Figure 8. Oscilloscope photographs of the analog for a maximum of 500 Its. A further dis-
parallel clocks at the CCD. The horizontal time cussion of the ADC operation is given in
base is 5 Its per major division. Panel A shows Sec. 9.
the P3 clockalone at 2 V per divisionverticalsensi-
tivity. Capacitive feedthroughimpulsesare present
before, during and after the clock. Panel B shows
the relativetimingof all four clocksat 5 V per divi-
sion verticalsensitivity.

12 3 4 5 67 8 9
W:II I I I II I I

E'CLK -"-"_............_- T I ...... Figure 9. Timing diagram for the serial, shift-
(a) (b) and-read clocking table, T03, of the RS690T word

gcner;_.tor.One period of 4 ItS is shown. This
R* "] [ is divided into 9 wordsas numberedon top. Below

that are represented the E'clk (ADC strobe), R*
$2" J (reset) and $2' and Sl*, the two serial clocks.

Transitions(a) and (b) of the E'clk cause the ADC
first to hold and then to digitize. The durationsof

sl" J 1 .
I 1 t the nine words are sequentially as follows: 96, 320,

0 1 2 3 4 580, 420, 600, 96, 400, 888, and 600 (ns).

TIME (laSEC)
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Each serial clock has approximately a 50% duty factor during the shift period. At the
CCD the period begins with $2 high and S1 low. When they reverse near midperiod, the
electron signal ch,'u'ge is shifted by one pixel and the charge packet next in line is moved to
the floating diffusion capacitance at the gate of the CCD FET amplifier. The amplifier drain
current is reduced in proportion to signal charge and the output video signal swings nega-
tive. The reset pulse arriving at the beginning of the following shift period shorts the
floating diffusion capacitance back to the VDD reference value and the video signal returns
positive.

Understanding charge shifting for two phase clocks cannot be had by inspection of the
waveforms alone. On the face of it, when S l* and $2" reverse states, there is nothing to
drive charge preferentially in one direction and not the other. The required directionality is
obtained at the time of fabrication by creating nonuniform properties in each pixel region
such as to induce charge transfer in one direction only under the clocking action. The result
is that on the clock reversal at midperiod charge is moved from one pixel to the adjacent
one; at the second reversal at the end of the period charge shifts from under one clock to the
other within the pixel. 4

Figure 10 shows photographs of oscilloscope
traces at the CCD for reset and the serial

clocks. The time base is 500 ns per major
division. Panel A shows reset with $2. The
rise and fall times are near 300 ns for the
serial clocks and somewhat less than half that

for reset. The width of the reset pulse is about
900 ns, which is adeqtaate to achieve full
amplitude at i_:.upper-rail voltage. Panel B of
Fig. 10 shows S1 with $2. Crossover occurs
close to half amplitude, which is the minimum
requirement in the specifications. The two
clocks are approximately symmetrical in the
period. A further important requirement is that
negative-going undershoot excursions be elim-
inated. All three clocks are now very satisfac-
tory in this respect. At an early stage in the
development we had serious problems with
undershoot on the positive slopes of R, S1 and
$2. These problems were cured empirically by
the combination of avoiding fast rise times (by
inserting series resistors and shunt capacitance
as required) and running the switches of these
three channels in complementary manner.

Figure 10. Oscilloscope photographsof the ana-
log seri',dclocks at the CCD. The horiz.ontaltime
scale is 5(X)ns per divisionand the verticalsensi.
tivity is 2 V per division. Panel A shows the rela-
tionship between $2 and reset, Panel B shows the
relationshipbetween$2 and SI.
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Experience with this megapixel camera and with another smaller one running at twice the
pixel rate indicates that we are near the limit with these IC switches for serial and reset ser-
vice. At the 500-kHz pixel rate, we found it somewhat difficult to balance pulse widths and
rise times to obtain full amplitude at the upper rails. Beyond 500 kHz these switches do not
appear to be suitable as drivers for the serial clocks.

D. CLEARING PROCEDURE

With a single frame camera that is often tested warm we needed an efficient clearing pro-
cedure. What we do is the following (refer to Table 3). M01 is the midloop for clearing,
which is repeated 3084 times, representing three sweeps through the CCD. The basic ele-
ments are a parallel shift by T05 and 1060 fast serial shifts by T01 to shift out the current
contents of the serial register. The serial shifts are done at a 500-kHz pixel rate. The serial
clocks are symmetrically divided in the period and reset is itself equal to one-half period. By
observing the video signal on the oscilloscope and starting from the fully saturated state, one
can see that the CCD clears early in the third sweep.

7. CCD VIDEO SIGNAL GENERATION

The object here is to display and discuss the video signals generated by the megapixel camera
directly from the output amplifier on the video board. It is useful first to describe the method
of CCD illumination that we employ for test purposes.

A. LED ILLUMINATION

For test purposes and for linearity measurements we employed a light emitting diode (LED) to
illuminate the CCD. The lens was removed. An aluminum cylinder, blackened on the inside,
was fitted around the shutter housing of the camera (refer to Fig. 2). The end of the cylinder
was closed by a flat plate with a hole in it and a LED was positioned in the hole. The LED
was on axis to the camera and its distance to the surface of the CCD was approximately 14.5
cm. The object was to obtain reasonably uniform illumination on the surface of the CCD. We
also wanted to vary the integrated exposure to the maximum tolerated by the CCD with good
reproducibility. It was surprising to learn that it took some effort to achieve these modest
objectives. Our initial effort gave poor results, generally showing definite and rather sharp
peaking near the center.

We employed a high-intensity LED, producing green light in a clear plastic case. 21 The end
of the device was ground flat and smooth. Black tape was applied to the cylindrical tide of
the LED to reduce light concentration by internal reflection. For the best uniformity the iris
in the shutter assembly was stopped down to a centimeter diameter or less such that light
could not reflect from shiny parts in the camera before reaching the CCD. During most of the
testing the integration time was set at one second in the clocking program. This gave an
acceptable level of dark current when testing warm, "_,out 15% of maximum exposure. We
excited the LED by sending to it a burst of 50% duty factor square-wave pulses at 250 Hz.
The amplitude was set at a reproducible value near 2.5 V, peak. With this excitation we were

able to fully saturate the CCD in less than a second with 200 LED pulses (Nl.v.l)= 200). In
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this manner we obtained good reproducibility and we could vary the exposure over an order
of magnitude with ease.

B. VIDEO OUTPUT WAVEFORMS

Figure 11 with four panels shows photographs of oscilloscope traces of the video signal with

the camera operating near-35°C in the vacuum. The horizontal time base is 500 ns per major

division. Also shown is an auxiliary reset u'igger signal. CCD illumination was provided by
pulsed LED as described above. For these trials the illuminated area on the CCD was about 2

cm in diameter. The photographs were timed to acquire 20 to 40 traces near the halfway
point in the readout.

Figure 11. Oscilloscope photographs of video signals from the CCD camera as function of LED
illumination - four panels. The horizontal time base is 500 ns per division for all panels; vertical
sensitivity is 2(_ mV per division for l_anelsA, B and C while that for panel D is 500 mV per divi-
sion. The auxiliary reset signal is shown at the bottom of each panel for reference. Panel A shows
the dark signal; it has zero LED pulses. Panel B shows clearly the development of a small,

negative-going video signal for Nt.vo = 10 pulses. Panel C shows a midsized signal for Nt.Eo = 40.
Panel D shows a large signal at NLED= 80.
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The lower trace in each panel is R2, the auxiliary logic reset pulse with normal polarity,
which was employed for the trigger. It comes a little early relative to the actual analog reset
pulse at the CCD owing to delays in the switch IC's. The upper trace is the video signal
from the output amplifier in the camera after transmission over 15 m of terminated 93-ohm
coaxial cable. Underlying this trace is one from dummy pixels not illuminated. The period
between reset pulses is 4 Its, representing 250-kHz readout rate. The integrated exposure
increases from panel A in the figure with NLED = 0 (dark field), to NEED = 80 pulses in panel
D. For reference, NLED = 100 is near the limit of linearity of the CCD.

Panel A in Fig. 11, the dark signal, has two features that are common to all the video traces.
The initial positive excursion of 150 mV is the reset feedthrough pulse (reset-bT). This arises
from the effect of capacitive inductance in the CCD. At about 1.8 Its after the rise of reset-Fr
a small positive spike of 150 mV appears; we believe this to be the result of capacitive induc-
tance on the video board from the S1 clock to the output amplifier. A slight negative offset is
also present on the dark trace.

Panel B, with NEED = 10, shows clearly the development of a small, negative-going video sig-
nal. As the video signal grows with higher illumination the feedthrough artifacts become less
significant and the video signal takes on the aspect of a square wave. One can see, however, i
that the rise and fall times of the successively larger video signals are themselves successively
longer. This is the result of the slew rate of the NE5534 operational amplifier. Nevertheless,
even at high illumination, we obtain a time of about 1.5 Its where the video signal has
developed and stabilized. For work at higher readout frequencies a faster output amplifier
should be chosen.

8. VIDEO SIGNAL PROCESSOR

The video signal from the CCD camera possesses two deficiencies which require correction.
One of these is the existence of excess noise due to reset switching; the other is the existence
of an unstable DC baseline owing to capacitive coupling at the input to the video operational
amplifier. We employ a specialized form of delay-line pulse shaping in the signal processor
to minimize both of these phenomena. The method employed is described as double-
correlated sampling as discussed by McCurnin, Schooley and Sims. 22 The signal processor
also supplies additional gain to match the ADC input requirement.

A. SWITCHING NOISE

Switching noise is well known by specialists in slow-scan CCD operations, but is less well
known to other.q. The essence of the question is as follows. At the beginning of every serial
read period, the rise of the reset pulse has the effect of shorting the floating diffusion capaci-
tance, C, to the fixed potential of the reset drain voltage, VDR, for a period somewhat less
than a microsecond. This connection is not a dead short, rather it is resistive of order magni-
tude of one hundred ohms and this resistance, R, is at the absolute temperature, T. The resistor
generates root mean square (RMS) thermal noise 23 fluctuations to the extent of
AV = "44RkTAf volts, where k = 1.38x10 23 J/K is the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute
temperature in kelvins and Af is the bandwidth in hertz. This voltage fluctuation appears
across C. When the reset pulse falls, the connection to VDR is broken and C is left charged
to its standard fixed value with the addition of a random sample of thermal noise.
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The voltage fluctuation may as easily be considered an RMS charge fluctuation, AQ, on C. It
immediately has a small corresponding effect on the video signal. About a microsecond after
the end of reset the next signal charge packet is delivered to C, adding to the existing charge,
which causes the normal video signal to develop at the load resistor of the CCD output
amplifier. The video signal now carries the switching noise in addition to all other sources of
noise. The switching noise is given by the simple expression 22 AQ = _ coulombs, _,here
k, T and C are defined above and C is measured in farads. Tile quantities Af and R are no
longer present. The qualitative explanation is that the thermal noise voltage generator may be
thought to be in series with an RC-type filter of which the 3-db cutoff frequency is 1/(2nRC),
which defines the bandwidth. The effect is to cancel ,5/"against RC in the expression for AQ
= CAV.

For our conditions C = 1013 F, T = 230K (-40°C) and we find AQ = 110 electron charges.
For many cooled, slow-scan CCD cameras this would be the major noise source. In our case
it is not overwhelming, but it is comparable to other noise and we want to reduce it. The
method is explained below.

B. SIGNAL PROCESSOR

In order to achieve switching noise subtraction and also base line stabilization we do the fol-
lowing. The video signal from the camera is inverted and split into two parts. One part is
delayed and inverted. The two parts are then added together, which has the effect of subtract-
ing the common switching noise and also the common baseline shift, if any, from the result-
ing positive-going signal. We maintain the capability to transmit the resulting signal on 93-
ohm coaxial cable and digitize it in the range of 0 to 10 V.

Figure 12 shows a simplified circuit diagram of the signal processor, referenced as SP-1.
Five current-feedback type operational amplifiers are employed, U1 to U5, all of them being
Comlinear 24 CLC231A1 devices. The video signal comes in to the inverting amplifier U1,
which has unity gain. The output signal drives current through two paths. On the direct path
current is driven through R21 to the low-impedance input of U4, the summing amplifier. The
other path is through DL1, the 2 Its, lumped-circuit delay line. 25 The delay line has 360
ohm intrinsic impedance and is terminated to ground at the output. One sees from the
diagram that the back-terminating resistor, R24, is in series between the low-impedance output
of U1 and DL1. A voltage divider is formed such that the voltage signal appearing at the
high-impedance input of the noninverting buffer amplifier, U2, is half that at the output of U1.
The purpose of U2 is to allow proper termination of DL1. U2 has gain of two, thereby com-
pensating for the loss in the divider. The signal is passed along to U3 with unity gain, which
performs the required inversion on the delayed signal. The output of U3 goes to the summing
input of U4 through R13. The resistor R13, being about 10% smaller than R21, allows
increased current to flow and compensates for attenuation in the delay unit.

At this point, if we were to plot one period of the direct signal at the input to U4 and the
delayed inverted signal during the same time interval, we would find the following. The first
half period of the direct signal would begin with a slightly negative reset-FT pulse followed
by a quiescent time. At midperiod the direct signal would rise to its positive value and be
maintained until the end of the period at 4 Its. Looking at the delayed signal, what we would
first see is the negative-going video signal from the previous pixel, lasting until midperiod.
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Then we would see the delayed reset-FT pulse from the salne pixel go slightly positive fol-
lowed by a quiescent time. The duration or reset (or reset-FF) is about 0.9 ItS; the duration of
the quiescent time is about 20% longer, is in the second half of the period that switching
noise is subtracted.

1k R24 (357) 2#SEC

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the signal processor. The five operational amplifiers, U1 -
U5, are CLC231 devices. The incoming video signal is inverted in UI, half going to U4. Half is
delayed in DLI, buffered in U2, inverted in U3 and then passed to U4 for summing, where switch-

ing noise subtracts. U4 and U5 provide final amplification to give a positive going output video sig-
nal. Overall gain is about 7.1 based on peak to peak square wave measurement at 250 khz.

The U4 stage is inverting with gain of about 1.1. It feeds U5, which is also inverting with
gain near four and is the final output stage, Together U4 and U5 form a noninverting pair.
The summed signal develops at the output of U5, then, as follows. In the first half-period the
signal falls from zero to a negative value representing the delayed video signal from the previ-
ous pixel but carrying the uncorrelated switching noise from both pixels. In the second half
of the period the positive-going direct video signal develops but it substantially lacks switch-
ing noise owing to cancellation between it and the first half of its original period.

For our conditions we see a slight complication in the cancellation process, which we attempt
to explain as follows. In the ideal case of double-correlated sampling, a constant increment of
switching noise generated in the first half-period of the serial readout period is to be sub-
tracted from the video signal that develops in the second half-period. This assumes that the
reset pulse is short compared to the period length. In our case reset is relatively long, being
about one quarter of the period in length. While reset is active, thermal noise is being gen-
erated on the video signal. It is when reset terminates that active thermal generation ceases,
leaving the last fluctuation on the video signal as a constant increment. At the input of U4,
therefore, when the subtraction process occurs under the developed video signal, it is only
during the last microsecond of the video signal that switching noise is correctly subtracted.
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Subsequently, the output video signal passes through the low-pass filter. The result, we
believe, is that some switching noise remains mixed in with the signal.

As noted above, the CLC231 operational amplifiers are current-feedback type. They are
optimized for low gain and high bandwidth operation. Their bandwidth remains substantially
constant in the neighborhood of 130 to 160 MHz for gains in the range of one to four as is
our casc. They are able to drive _+10V into 100 ohms, which we require for the output stage.
Not every stage needs to have this drive capability, but maintaining uniformity is an element
of simplicity. Subsequent to our design new devices 26 have appeared on the market that
would be economic and effective in the first four stages of the signal processor.

We have made a substantial reduction, however, in the bandwidth of the signal processor.
We did this to eliminate an oscillation that developed in the testing stage. We believe the
oscillation was induced at the high-impedance input of U2 owing to the long trace length on
the PC-board associated with the delay unit. Bandwidth was reduced at all the amplifiers by
increasing the feedback resistors from their nominal values of 250 ohms. The feedback resis-
tor at U1 is R26, for example; at U2 it is R7. The intent of the changes was to decrease the
bandwidth of U2 by a factor of eight and to decrease the bandwidth of all the other amplifiers
by a factor of 4. This change eliminated the oscillation. The rise time of the signal processor
was subsequently measured to be approximately 120 ns.

C. OUTPUT FILTER

Figure 13 shows the filter we use on the output k t.

of the signal processor. It is a twin-bridge, _;t--.q_-,Q_0__Q__*.--
absorptive type low-pass filter with a 3-db
rolloff point at 270 kHz. As a matter of con-
venience it is packaged external to the signal

processor module in a small "Pomona" box .._L 1"

with BNC-type fittings This filter is evidently c "I- c T
a bit complicated. Why don't we employ a .. ..
simple RC-type filter? We believe that the
twin bridge filter maintains an output pulse ta= 100 OHM, G = 4.4 n F, k = 37.7 n H

shape as a function of amplitude better than
does an RC filter and thereby provides more Figure 13. Diagram of twin bridge, absorptive-type

low pass filter. The 3 db point of frequency

reliable ADC strobe action. This is in relation attenuationis at 270 kHz. The filtm _spackagedin
tO input video pulses from the processor that a small "Pomona box" and passes the output from
are highly irregular in shape at small ampli- the signal processorto the ADC.
tudes.

D. IDEALIZED WAVEFORMS FROM THE SIGNAL PROCESSOR

Figure 14 shows idealized waveforms from the signal processor obtained _vith pulser input.
The input is a 50% duty factor square-wave at 250 kHz with pulse excursion from zero to
negative one-half volt. Panel A shows the direct signal processor output on the top trace
together with the square-wave input on the lower trace. The output waveform is free of
reflection errors and demonstrates a satisfactory shape. One notes polarity inversion from
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incoming to outgoing signal. Also, the output is symmetric about zero even though input is
not. The gain of the signal processor is about 7 based on the comparison of peak to peak out-
put relative to peak to peak input.

Panel B of Fig. 14 shows the filtered output of
the signal processor together with the square
wave input. The filtered waveform has about
91% of the amplitude of the unfiltered pulse
amplitude. When the 250-kHz input square
wave is replaced by a sinusoidal waveform of
the same frequency, the filtered output is 74%
of the unfiltered, representing a 2.6-db loss.

Pulser linearity measurements have been made
on the signal processor with the result that the
direct output is linear as a function of input
amplitude up to 8.3 V positive output. At 8.9
V the direct output has dropped below linear-
ity. This reduction from full 10-V output is
caused partly by the 10-ohm series isolation
resistor at the output of U5.

E. OUTPUT VIDEO SIGNAL FROM
THE SIGNAL PROCESSOR

In principle the video signal from a CCD cam-
era has the form of a square wave similar to
that in Fig. 14A, which we employed to
demonstrate ideal output pulse shape of the
signal processor. This is a reasonable assump-

tion at high illumination. At low illumination Figure 14. Oscilloscope photographs of idealized
feedthrough artifacts on the video signal corn- waveforms from the signal processor, SP-I. The
plicate it. In Fig. 11 earlier we showed video time base is 1 Ms per division.Vertical sensitivi-
signal waveforms from the camera for four ties are the same in both panels at 1 V/division for
levels of I_ED illumination under cold condi- the top trace and 0.5 V/divisionfor the lower trace.

tions. These were the dark signals with LED An input square wave is employed with bounds
off and signals at illumination levels of N = of zero and minus 0.5 V; this is displayedas the

lower trace in both panels. Panel A shows the
10, 40 and 80 LED pulses. We look at these output from SP-1 in the top wace and it is well
same signals as processed by the signal proces- formed and symmetric about zero. Gain here is
sor (SP-1) in the following two figures, somewhat less than 7. The top trace in panel B

shows the waveform after passage through the
low-passfilter, its peak-to-peakvalue has been at-

Figure 15 shows the direct output of SP-1 in tenuatedby a factorof about 0.91.
four panels for the four illumination condi-
tions. In each case the direct SP-1 output is at
the top of the panel and the R2 monitor reset pulse is at the bottom as reference. It may be
noted that any DC offset on the inco_ning video signal has been eliminated in the output.
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Panel A shows the case for input of the dark video signal with vertical sensitivity of 200 mV
per major division. This is a somewhat complex waveform; the nonsubtracting feedthrough
artifacts dominate the scene. The reset and serial feedthrough pulses come in negative in the
first half cycle from the delayed path through SP-1. In the second half cycle they come in
positive from the direct path through SP-1. We will see shortly that the filter takes the bumps
out but does retain their memory.

Figure 15. Oscilloscope photographs of the direct video output from the signal processor. CCD

illumination in the four panels is given by NLEo = 0, 10, 40 and 80 for panels A, B, C and D
respectively. The horizontal time base is 500 ns per division for all panels; vertical sensitivity is
200 mV per division for panel A, 500 mV per division for panel B and 2 V per division for panels

C and D. The auxiliary reset signal is shown at the bottom of each panel for reference.

Panel B of Fig. 15 represents the case for the illumination of NLED = 10, roughly 10% of
maximum; vertical sensitivity is now 500 mV per major division. One discerns distinctly the
light-induced video signal coming in negative in the first half cycle from the delayed path and
positive in the second half cycle from the direct path. Panels C and D of Fig. 15 show suc-

cessively larger input video signals at NLEo = 40 and 80 respectively. For these two condi-
tions the direct SP-1 output is close to the ideal square-wave.
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Figure 16 shows the filtered output from the signal processor in four panels with illumination
levels at NLED= 0 (dark), 10, 40 and 80. Vertical sensitivities for the four panels are the same
as for the preceding figure. The feedthrough artifacts have disappeared as individual pulses;
however, in panel A their residual effects may still be discerned. In panel B, at 10% illumi-
nation, the presence of the finite light-induced video signal makes itself felt but does not dom-
inate. In panels C and D the filtered pulse shape is essentially that of an incoming square
wave. We come shortly to the subject of signal digitization. For the moment we note that
the ADC strobe point in time is about halfway through the reset pulse and it is seen that the
filtered pulses are reasonably positioned.

Figure 16. Oscilloscopephotographsof the filteredvideo output from the signal processor. CCD
illuminationin the four panels is given by NLEo = 0, 10, 40 and 80 for panels A, B, C and D
respectively. The horizontaltime base and the verticalsensitivitiesare the same as in Fig. 15. The
auxiliaryreset signal is shownat the bottomof each panel for reference.
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9. SIGNAL DIGITIZATION

In the present test setup the signal processor and filter are located close to the ADC module in
the same rack. The incoming video signal arrives at the signal processor on a 15-m length of
coaxial cable terminated in 100 ohms, internal to the signal processor. The processed video
signal goes to the input of the ADC on 0.6 m of coaxial cable followed by the filter box with
100-ohm termination. Also arriving at the ADC from the RS690T word generator is E'clk,
the ADC strobe. The auxiliary reset pulse, R2, is also provided at the ADC rack for timing
and diagnostics.

A. ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER

We employ the Datel 8 DVME-614A ADC. This is a VME module designed to be controlled
by a central processor unit located in the same crate. For this purpose we employ the
HK68/V3F CPU as noted in Sec. 3. The DVME-614A is designed to accept four inputs with
simultaneous sample and hold and sequential digitization; it is a very flexible device. We
employ one input only. The video signal is digitized in the range of 0 to 10 V with 12-bit
accuracy. For these conditions the bandwidth is 1 MHz. The input is single ended with an
impedance of 10 Mohm. As noted, we shunt the input with an external 100-ohm termination.

E'clk is a TFL level signal. It arrives from the RS690T on 15 m of 93-ohm coaxial cable ter-
minated in 100 ohms; it finds its input on the 25-pin auxiliary connector on the front panel of
the ADC. We have experienced a minor inconvenience with this signal as follows. The
RS690T is specified to drive 93-ohm cable to _ levels. It does this but with approximately
2.4 V at the high state, which is at the lower limit of the TTL specification. At one point we
experienced intermittent difficulty in digitizing image frames. The problem was cured by
reshaping E'clk Such as to provide 3.4 V for the high TrL level. The intermittent problem
disappeared.

We have observed feedthrough phenomena at the input of the ADC. These observations were
made with the ADC input terminated in 100 ohms but otherwise disconnected. The observa-
tions indicate that the feedthrough comes through the ADC module from the VME bus and
also from the E'clk input. The signals in question have the nature of impulsive excitations
with oscillatory decay overlaying a more or less continuous low-level oscillation at frequen-
cies in the range 50 to 100 MHz. While these observations were at first disquieting, we have
determined that image noise from this source is small compared to other sources.

B. VIDEO SIGNAL TIMING AT THE ADC

Figure 9, discussed earlier in section 6C, shows the timing relationships between the serial
logic clocks and the E'clk as put out by the RS690T word generator. In the oscilloscope pho-
tos we generally base the timing on the auxiliary reset, R2, which is a positive pulse but has
the same timing as the logic clock, R*. The analog video signal is generated approximately
midway through the serial period as shown in Fig. 11. Owing to delays in the system and in
the signal processor and filter the resulting positive peak of the video signal of pixel N
appears early in the period of pixel N + 1 as observed at the ADC. In Fig. 9 the first down
transition of E'clk is marked by the notation (a) and this point is made to be coincident with
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the peak of the video signal at the ADC. When E'clk makes this transition the ADC goes
from the sample condition to the hold condition. The DVME-614A takes about 6 ns to make
the change, which is called the aperture time. On the second down transition of E'clk indi-
cated by (b) in Fig. 9 digitization begins and endures for 500 gs, maximum. Then the ADC
returns to the sample condition.

Figure 17 shows an oscilloscope photograph of
the timing of the video signal and the external
clock at the ADC. It is much the same as Fig.
16C showing the filtered output of the signal
processor except that the E'clk has been added
and scale changes have been made. In addition
this photo has been scanned and edited to
impr(_ve the visibility of the E'clk features.
The time base is one microsecond per major
division, which allows two serial periods to be
displayed. The E'clk is at the top of the photo
with vertical sensitivity of two volts per major
division. The video signal spans the middle of
the photo at 500 mV per major division, its
large apparent amplitude taking it off scale at
the bottom. The video signal was positioned Figure 17. Oscilloscope photograph of the timing at

on the oscilloscope to pass through its peaks the ADC between the ADC strobe (E'clk) and the
such as to overlap the down transitions of filteredvideo signal from the signal processor. The
E'clk. One sees that the timing is good and horizontaltime base is 1 t.ts per division. The E'clk

"ITL-signalis near the lop with vertical sensitivity
that the down transitions of E'clk are accu- of 2 v per division. The video signal spans the
rately positioned at the peaks of the video sig- middle of the photo at 500 mV per division. Auxi-
nal. The ADC goes from sample to hold at liary reset is at the bottom. Alternatedown transi-
those points, tions of E'clk correspondto the peaks of the video

signal.

C. PROGRAMMING THE ADC

Programming the Datel DVME-614A ADC module is a bit obtuse. Not long and compli-
cated, mind you. In fact, the programming can be remarkably short and uncomplicated. But
there are myriads of different ways of accomplishing it and that has led to a certain obtuse-
ness.

To understand why, we must delve into the module's architecture in some detail. Central to
the module's programming is the so-called 82C54 programmable interval timer. This subunit,
which controls most of the timings of the device, consists of three time-interval counters.
Each one of those in turn has associated with it a 16-bit programmable down-counter and
three timing sequences: a gate, a clock, and an output. When the gate goes true, the down-
counter is loaded with the programmed count at the first clock pulse and the counter decre-
ments by 1 with each succeeding clock pulse, on the falling edge to be exact. When the
down-counter reaches 0 or 1 depending on the mode of operation, a negative-going pulse of
some duration is output.
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Although the three time-interval counters are identical in their architecture, they each have a
quite different function. Counter #2 supplies an internal trigger. Its gate is a bit set in the
device's Command Register, the Convert Enable bit. Its clock is an internal 500-kHz clock.
(Other clock frequencies are possible through altering certain jumpers.) Its output, as already
suggested, is an internal trigger, which is used to raise a logic level called Acquire. This
time-interval counter need not be used. The device also accepts an external trigger.

Counter #1 controls the ADC conversion rate. Its gate is Acquire, which counter #2 or an
external trigger raises as mentioned. Its clock is either an internal 8 MHz clock or an external
clock, the choice being controlled by a jumper. Its output is the Start Conversion pulse.

Counter #0 controls the number of ADC conversions per scan. Its gate is Acquire, the same
as for Counter #1. Its clock is the End of Conversion pulse as generated essentially by
Counter #1. Please note that feature. It is important. The counter's output is the End of
Scan pulse; when generated it cuts off Acquire, thus shutting off the device to further ADC
conversions.

Each of the three time-interval counters has six independent programmable modes of opera-
tion. When you combine that with the choices of internal or external trigger, internal or
external clock for #1, not to mention the 16-bit programming space for the down-counters,
you see why there are myriads of different ways of programming the device. It took us some
time to figure out how to do it for our particular application.

Central to our special use of the device is counter #1, the one that controls the ADC conver-
sions. The controlling clock is E'clk. As described earlier, two "Ill, (low-true) clocking
pulses are sent from the word generator to the Datel for each ADC conversion, the first down
transition causing the ADC to go from sample to hold, the second causing digital conversion.
In fact, the first clocking pulse serves an additional purpose in our application: to load a count
of 2 into the down-counter. For that counter we choose mode 2 in the programming, the so-
called Rate Generator. On reaching 1, which happens on the very next clock tick, that mode
goads the output, the Start Conversion pulse. That mode also has the virtue of restarting
itself. That is, on the next clock tick, it reloads the counter with 2 again and starts all over.
(Most of the modes fire only once.) Thus, with this mode and a count of 2, we get one ADC
conversion for every two clock pulses, a process that continues indefinitely as long as the
external clock ticks come in and Acquire remains true.

But how do we keep Acquire true? According to the discussion above, counter #0 is eventu-
ally going to send an End of Scan and kill Acquire thanks to all the End of Conversion clocks
it gets. However, there is mode 4, Software Triggered Strobe as it is called. Mode 4 for this
counter disables End of Scan and thus saves the day. So we use mode 4 for counter #0. The
value loaded into the down-counter is irrelevant for this mode and in fact we do not bother to
program any value.

Clearly, since Acquire stays true once it becomes true, all we need to do to capture the entire
CCD frame is to supply a single trigger. A single external trigger pulse would do, but we
make things easier by using counter #2 to supply a single internal trigger. Mode 5, Hardware
Triggered Strobe as it is called, serves admirably for that. It is a mode that fires once only.
As for when it fires, it hardly matters as long as it fires sometime before the word generator
starts sending over the frame. Because the only time the ADC is going to convert an analog
signal is when it receives those external clock pulses. So the Datel can sit around indefinitely
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until it sees the clock.

Acquisition is finally turned off by clearing the Convert Enable bit in the Command Register
under program control. Table 4 provides a sumnlary of some of the referenced information
on our setup of the 82C54 programmable timer device.

Table 4. SETUP OF TItE ADC PROGRAMMABLE TIMER

'I? .... ' ..........' ", ',', ........... , ",

C'tr MODE CL'K PRESET GATE OUT- COMMENT
No. COUNT PUT

........ ,.........

0 4 EOC a NAb ACQUIRE EOS c EOS is disabled in mode 4.

1 2 E'clk d 2 ACQUIRE SC e Continuously repeats under E'clk.

2 5 NA nnn f CE g TRIG Puts out early internal trigger
and sets ACQUIRE true.

(a) EOC means endof conversion. (b) NAmeansnot applicable.
(c) EOSmeansend of scan. (d) E'clk meansexternalclock.
(e) SC means startconversion. (f) nnn representsan arbitrarynumber.
(g) CE representsthe convertenablebit of the commandregister.

Now that the 82C54 programmable interval timer has been belabored, we can _nentioned some
other programming features. The Datel comes equipped with a 4096 16-bit word first-in,
first-out (FIFO) memory to absorb the ADC conversions as they occur. It can be read out at
the same time the 82C54 is feeding it new conversions. We read it out by polling. A FIFO
half-full bit in the Status Register gets cleared when the FIFO becomes more than half-full.
When that happens, we read out 2048 words of FIFO memory, stuffing the words into a 2-
megabyte allocated memory buffer in the processor, then go back to polling until the FIFO
again becomes more than half-full. With the Heurikon HK68/V3F processor, we can keep up
with the FIFO filling as long as the pixels do not come in any faster than one every 900 ns or
SO.

The programming has provisions to handle two abnormal conditions: (a) too few pixels and
(b) too many pixels. The polling is put in a loop that times out after about 17 s if there has
been no FIFO half-full condition in that time when we know there should be such a condition

from our knowledge of the frame size. When the half-full condition becomes no longer possi-
ble because the frame is almost finished, we pick up the rest of the pixels by polling on the
FIFO's empty bit in the Status Register.

But even after we have gathered all the pixels together, we still keep polling for a time to see
if any more come in. There is a safety feature built in to insure that the program does not get
hung reading in an unending stream of pixels due to the external clock running amuck for
some odd reason.

After the complete frame is read into the Heurikon, it is transferred to the SUN workstation
via an ethernet connection.
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A brief word about the Heurikon's operating system. It is called VxWorks 27 and is a kind
of stripped down UNIX designed for real-time applications. It is downloaded from the SUN
4/470 workstation over ethernet. All the software that runs in the lteurikon is developed and
compiled into executable subroutines on the SUN and, like VxWorks, is downloaded from
there. A cross-compiler must be used for that since the SUN is SPARC technology while the
Heurikon uses a Motorola 28 68030 chip.

I0. IMAGE ACQUISITION S()FTWARE

The software that runs on the SUN is a vast suite of routines forged together under a single
graphical user interface (GUI). In the suite are gathered together all the software desiglted for
the proposed output sector of GTA, from calibration procedures to routines to characterize the
beam in a precise quantitative way. Naturally, the camera control and imaging software form
a part of the suite. Here we concentrate only on the imaging part of the suite and in fact
describe just a few features of that part, the features relevant to the rest of the paper.

The taking of a frame with the CCD camera is controlled from this software via the Heurikon,
the Datel, and an output register that triggers the program in the word generator. All those
modules sit in a VME crate with the Heurikon talking to the SUN over ethernet. As men-
tioned, after the Heurikon has read out the Datel and stuffed the megapixel frame into its
local memory, the Heurikon sends the frame over to the SUN for storage in its memory.
Storage for two frames is allocated by the SUN software with the buffer designated as F1
receiving the frame from the Heurikon. A graphical button in the GUI can activate the copy-
ing of the frame into F2, the other buffer. With two frames in memory, one can be subtracted
from the other with the difference replacing the contents of F1. An offset is added to prevent
negative pixels. As described in section 11, difference frames were used to extract statistical
information about the noise of the CCD camera.

The imaging software that displays the frame either in F1 or F2 has many features. With a
display region of 800 x 800 pixels on the color monitor, the full megapixel frame cannot be
displayed all at once with the default mapping of one CCD pixel to one screen pixel. So there
is a software button to compress the frame by a factor of 2 in x and y, in other words to
zoom out by 2. Other buttons zoom in by factors of 2, 4, 8, and 16. The frame can be
roamed over by clicking on the mouse. The frame, which is initially displayed in mono-
chrome, may be displayed in a palette of false color. There are graphical controls for bring-
ing out extremely weak contrast in the image. Another control draws yellow contour lines. A
fancy control using buttons and the mouse can create profiles along any line through the
image, the line being at any angle. Projections in x and y can also be drawn.

One feature we describe in some detail. It is the control we call "STATS". STATS was the

control used to extract statistical information on the performance of the CCD camera as
described elsewhere. Using the mouse, the user can draw a square anywhere on the image
and by clicking on the mouse button, extract certain information from the pixels within the
square; the mean pixel value and the RMS deviation about the mean being two such pieces of
information. There is a mode called auto-STATS that allows the user to use precisely the
same square for a series of frames, thus extracting information from the same region over and
over again. Those frames might be a series taken at different light intensities as described
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elsewhere in this paper. One feature of auto-STATS puts the results automatically into an
accumulating file, one neatly structured for the making of plots, such as mean vs. light inten-
sity.

Other features of the SUN software abound, even features inside the imaging subsystem. But
the above sketch should be sufficient to give the reader an idea of how we extracted the
necessary statistical information from the frames to be presented in the next section.

11. CAMERA PERFORMANCE

We describe the performance of the megapixel CCD camera through quantitative measurement
of linearity relationships and by qualitative examination of calibration target images.

A. PROCEDURE FOR VARIANCE AND LINEARITY DATA

Two types of linearity data were obtained, namely signal variance versus signal amplitude and
signal amplitude versus illumination level. The illumination level was measured in terms of
LED counts (NLI,:D). The video signal quantities were obtained in terms of ADC counts taken
over a small square area in the center of the CCD. In either case we looked for straight line
relationships. Both measurements resulted from a single data acquisition run utilizing direct
LED illumination onto the CCD as described in Sec. 7A. The procedure for a typical data run
went as follows. We made a series of measurements in which the number of LED counts was

successively increased to a value well beyond CCD saturation. For each value of NLED we
recorded the average signal and the RMS value of the signal fluctuation by means of the
auto-STATS function of the imaging software, described in Sec. 10. These signal values were
given in units of ADC counts. The variance was obtained by squaring the RMS.

The size of the square area varied, but it typically contained two thousand pixels. The aver-
age and RMS values were derived from the ADC counts of all the pixels of the square. This
choice for the square area was convenient but was, to be sure, somewhat restrictive. Our
experience is that the center square is reasonably representative of the whole CCD.

The data acquisition process was somewhat more complicated than indicated above owing to a
subtraction procedure 29 that was employed to obtain the RMS values. We employed the
two large memory buffers in the host computer, F1 and F2, that were described in Sec. 10;
these received the image data. For each measurement at a given value of NLED we acquired
two more or less identical image frames and sent the data of the first to one buffer and that of
the second to the other one. We then subtracted the content of F2 from F1 pixel by pixel,
added a constant offset to avoid a possible negative count and put the result into F1. Aside
from the offset, F1 then contained differences generated by random fluctuations of the two
sets of data. It was from F1 that we derived the RMS value since nonstatistical variations had

been eliminated. The resulting RMS value was, of course, too large by a factor of square root
of two. The average signal value was derived from F2, the unsubtracted buffer.

All the data and image frames discussed below were obtained with the camera cold and in the
vacuum. The CCD temperature varied somewhat in the range-30 to -40°C. The LED and
its carder were attached to the front of the camera housing and were not cooled.
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B. VARIANCE DATA

The plot of variance versus mean signal is expected to be a straight line and the value of the
slope represents a calibration of the unit of ADC count in absolute terms. It is well known
that the slope of this curve is equal to the inverse of the number of electron-hole pairs, Neh,
per ADC count per pixel created by the interaction of light with the CCD; see for example the
discussion of Janesick, Klaasen and Elliott. 3° Refer also to the appendix where we outline a
derivation of the variance relationship and the meaning of the slope parameter.

Let the variance function be represented by Variance = a + bxSav, where Say is the aver-
age video signal in units of ADC counts. Then the slope is given by b = 2/Neh. The factor
of 2 comes in for our usage since we plot our raw data, for which the resulting variances are
twice as large as they should be because of hnage subtraction. The intercept of the straight
line, a, represents the value of variance at zero illumination and in effect represents the resi-
dual noise of the system in the dark condition. The intercept is expected to be small and
should always be positive. Owing to the size of our errors, the intercept quantity fluctuates
and sometimes has gone negative. For this reason we have found it best to determine the
dark noise independently by direct measurement of the RMS value of a dark frame.

Figure 18 is a plot of raw data showing
the dependence of variance on average 20 .... j _ _ .... _ _ _
signal for the megapixel camera. The
data are given by solid squares. The /'*.
straight line is the result of a linear

/
/.

least squares fitting procedure with unit 15 "/"
weights. It may be seen that the data tu
are quite reasonably distributed about o:7
the straight line. As noted above, the <_.

variance is the difference of two _ 10
frames. The average signal also con- >
tains a 67-count electronic offset which

,,:(
keeps it above zero. The data points or"
were obtained in increments of 10 5

counts of Nt.ED. The highest two
points, of which one is a repeat, are fbr
NLX_D= 100. The variance is quite sen- l 1 I I i t 1

sitive to the initial onset of nonlinear- 00 600 1200 1800 2400

ity. At NLF.D = 120 the variance has AVERAGE SIGNAL
declined 10% and at 130 it is down by
factor a of 2. We consider that the

CCD shows strictly linear behavior up Figure 18. Graph of measured values of raw vari-
ance versus average signal for the Th7896A CCD

to and including NLI_D= 100. under uniform illumination from a pulsed LED.

The value of the slope obtained from Variance is given in terms of (ADC count), 2 while
average signal is in ADC counts. The data Ixfints

Fig. 18 is b = 0.00833. From the rela- are well represented by the straight line which has
tion above is obtained the value of the bccn [itted to the data. The calibration of electron-

number of electron-hole pairs, namely, hole pairs per unit ADC count may be obtained
Neh = 2/b = 240. This number allows from the slope of the line.
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us to compare the performance of the CCD with the manufacturer's specification for the full
well capacity, an important param, _',_,'. in table 4 of specifications dated January 1991,
Thompson gives the value of 4.5×105 electron-hole pairs for the TH7896A CCD. It is
assumed that this value pertains to the point at which nonlinearity begins and represents the
full well value of signal charge. The mean value of the signal for the two data points at NLEr)
= 100 is 2149.4 ADC counts. We therefore obtain the following value for the full well signal
charge: 240 x 2149.4 = 5.16×105 electron charges. This is about 15% larger than the
specifications and represents good agreement.

We do not have a good estimate for the relative error in the value of electron-hole pairs. We
believe that -t-5% would be reasonable. Preceding the above referenced cold data run, we
made a data run of the camera in the warm condition on the bench. At that time we obtained

Neh = 245 pairs, which was in quite good agreement with the value from the cold run.

As a matter of completeness we provide information on the zero intercept, a, from the fit to
the raw data of Fig. 18. This value is a = 0.0324. The dark noise is related to the intercept at

zero illumination by RMS(NLED = 0) = ax/a_, which has the value of :L-0.13ADC counts. This
small value was gratifying when it appeared, but it was soon realized that it was too small. In
subsection D, below, we discuss further the dark noise.

C. LINEARITY DATA

Linearity data were also obtained. Fig- 2400 i t i
ure 19 shows values of the average
video signal plotted versus NEED, the
measure of illumination level. The data

are given by solid squares. The range _ 1800
of NLED is zero to 100 counts, which <:Z
is our stated range of linearity of the (.0
CCD. The average signal varies from o3
67 (electronic offset) to 2150 ADC tu 1200
counts. The straight line is the result <
of a linear least squares fitting pro- rrua

cedure with unit weights. The data
show a very close fit to the straight 600
line. There is, in fact, a very small.
nonlinearity in the data, negligible for
our application. It was noted above that 0 ...... 1 I
as NLE D is increased above 100 the 0 5o loo
variance fluctuation is compressed and ILLUMINATION LEVEL (N-LED)
at NLED "" 130 the variance has
decreased by a factor of 2, which we

Figure 19. Graph of measured values of average
consider to be definite evidence of non- signal versus illumination level for the Th7896A
linearity. If, however, we had extended CCD. The average signal is given in terms of ADC

the data of Fig. 19 to NLED = 130, counts; the illuminationlevel is given in terms of
Nt.t_D, the number of LED light pulses. The data
points deviate very little from the straight line
shown above, which has been fitted to the data.
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there would have been little discernible deviation of the average signal from a straight line.
To put it differently, the CCD behaves as if it is capable of giving reasonable performance
30% beyond our definition of linearity.

D. DARK NOISE AND SWITCHING NOISE

Independent measurements of the dark noise have been made under the same conditions indi-
cated above. These were single frame measurements of the RMS fluctuations in the central
square. Table 5 provides a summary of the noise fluctuation errors that have been measured,
including normal dark noise and a measurement relating to switching noise. We employ the
greek letter A to represent RMS noise fluctuation errors with units of ADC counts. For nor-
mal connection of the signal processor and filter to the ADC we measured A0 = !-0.56. In the

normal condition the ADC receives a filtered signal consisting of the existing camera dark
noise and any cable pickup noise but with switching noise subtracted out. In addition, some
of this noise may come from sources at the output of the signal processor or at the input of
the ADC. When we disconnect the input to the signal processor (SP-1), we still find
significant noise, namely A1 = +0.37. Note that SP-1 is terminated internally at the input.
The RMS difference of these two values is a better measure of minimum system dark noise as
it comes in to the signal processor, namely

A2 = N](A0)2 - (A1)2 = _-+0.42.

These quantities and some others involving switching noise are tabulated in Table 5.

It was of interest to obtain a measure of switching noise. This was done by replacing SP-1
with a simple, inverting amplifier circuit of suitable gain that employed a single CLC231
operational amplifier device. For convenience this amplifier is called SP-0. The same low-
pass filter was employed after SP-0 as with SP-1. Inversion was required to provide positive
input to the ADC. The cable from the camera was connected to SP-0 and SP-0 was connected
through the filter to the ADC. For these conditions the ADC received a filtered signal con-
sisting of the existing camera dark noise and any attendant cable pickup noise and including
switching noise. Noise from SP-0 and the ADC alone were also estimated by disconnecting
the camera input and doing an RMS subtraction as above for SP-1. These results were com-
pared to A2 to estimate switching noise. Referring to Table 5, we see that the estimate for
switching noise is A6 = -t-0.74 ADC counts.

In section 8A we calculated the switching noise for our conditions based on the quoted for-
mula, AQ = _. The result was AQ = :!:110 electron charges. Our measured estimate given

above of :k-0.74 ADC counts translates to +178 electron charges based on 240 e- per ADC
count. We do not have an explanation for this apparent excess of 60%.

The dynamic range of the system is considered to be about 2000, namely 2150 ADC counts
of signal amplitude at our limit of strict lineaxity compared to one ADC count. In principle
we could have achieved higher dynamic range by increasing the amplification in the signal
processor. There are some limits here, among which are that the signal processor does not put
out the full 10 V expected; further, 10% of amplitude is lost in the filtering process. But the
main thing is that for the developmental studies we wanted to keep the electronic gain
sufficiently low to eliminate electronic nonlinearity from consideration.
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Table 5. RMS ERRORS: DARK NOISE, SWITCHING NOISE AND OTHER

NAME DESCRIPTION VALUE
(ADC
count)

Ao Normal dark noise out of signal processor (SP-1) 0.56

A1 Noise with input to SP-1 disconnected 0.37

A2 RMS difference of A0 and A1 above 0.42
(This measures minimum camera and pickup noise.)

A3 Dark noise with aux. Op-Amp, SP-0, instead of SP-1 0.88

An Noise with input to SP-0 disconnected 0.24

A5 RMS difference of A3 and An above 0.85
(This measures camera, switching and pickup noise.)

A 6 RMS difference of A1 and A5 above 0.74
(This is a measure of switching noise.)

A7 Noise with 120 mV battery-generated bias at ADC input 0.24
(This is the minimum noise at the ADC input.)

E. DISCUSSION OF CALIBRATION TEST IMAGES

For focused image acquisition the LED assembly was removed from the camera and a 105-
mm lens (refer Sec. 4A) was installed with f/8 aperture. The camera remained in the vacuum
chamber, which was pumped down, and the refrigeration applied to bring the CCD into the
-35°C temperature range. A calibration target was positioned about 0.6 m from the camera
outside the vacuum chamber and visible from the camera through an optical window in the
chamber wall. The optical conditions represented a magnification of 0.3363 of the target I
image at the CCD.

The calibration target was formed by transparent markings engraved on an opaque substrate
deposited on a glass plate. 31 The target outline was square and 12 cm on a side. A rectil-
inear grid was engraved on the target with exact one centimeter spacing. The width of the
grid lines alternated between 75 and 150 lam. In addition, "bullseye" figures and vertical and
horizontal resolution bars were engraved in selected squares of the grid. The target was
illuminated from the back by an incandescent lamp assembly with variable excitation but
modest uniformity.

Figure 20 shows a dithered representation of an enlarged part (zoom-4) of one of the calibra-
tion target images (frame 776). One square centimeter of the target is represented. The
brightest areas of this image have intensities near 2300 ADC counts, which is somewhat
beyond our nominal linearity limit of 2150. Inside the square are five vertical bar patterns
labeled A through E and identified with the number of bars in each. Note that the width and
spacing are equal within a group of bars. It is obvious that the camera resolves group A to the
left with three 250-_m-wide bars and also group B with three very thick 1000-I.tm-wide bars.
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Also resolved is group C with four 100-1am-wide bars, but this may not be evident on the
reproduction of Fig. 20. Groups D and E on the right side are not resolved; these each have
four bars with widths of 50 and 25 I.tm respectively. To the right of group E is a fine grid
line bordering the square.

pixel range plotted: ( 64_ 244) to (263, 443) FRAME 776

II II

Figure 20. Reproduction of a dithered hard copy from the workstation monitor of a portion of frame
776. The square outline is formed of grid lines spaced at one cm. Inside the square a pattern of

vertical calibration bars appears. There are five groups labelled A through E with associated
l_..,bers that give the number of bars in each group. Group C, which is resolved, has four bars each
of 100-I.tm width and with the same spacing.

Figure 21 shows a single line horizontal profile through some of the bars of groups B, C, D
and E. From left to right in this profile one sees the last 1-mm-wide bar of group B. Follow-
ing this are the four peaks of the bars of group C. Next to the right one sees a bump with
three small spikes on top, which is the failed attempt to resolve the four bars of group D with
50-l.tm widths. Next is a single, low peak which is the effect of the four finest bars of group
E with widths of 25 I.tm. The right most peak is a fine border line of 75-I.tm width.

We have clearly resol,,'_d group C; however, we are approaching the limit of resolution. The
width of the image of a 100-l.tm-thick bar at the CCD is the width times magnification,
namely 33.6 I.tm. This is 1.77 times the size of a single pixel of the TH7896A CCD, which is
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19 x 19 l.l.m.2 If the image width of a bar were equal to the pixel width we would be in a
condition of ambiguity where, depending on the exact position of the bar pattern image, it
could be completely washed out. With respect to its resolution characteristics we believe that
the camera is performing in an entirely satisfactory manner.

A number of images of the calibration
target were acquired with varying lev- 2500
els of illumination. Table 6 contains a

summary of thes_ with annotation by 2000-
fi'ame number, rheostat setting for
lamp er:citation, maximum white inter,- _"
sity in ADC counts, the dark count in zD 1500-
the black areas of the target, resolution oo

of the group C bars and a comment o (_line. Some of these frames are dis- n< 1500-
cussedbelow. <

z
As has already been mentioned, this
CCD is rather tolerant of illumination m 500 -

in excess of the nominal linearity limit
of 2150 ADC counts. It does not have

antiblooming protection. Frame 774 in 0 - , , , , ,
Table 6 has white areasof 3000 counts 160 180 200 220 240 260 280

and has good visual appearance and LINEPROFILE (PIXEL NUMBER)
resolves the group C lines. However,

when the illumination was pushed up Figure 21. Single-line horizontal profile of some of
to 3250 counts, clear evidence of the bars of the image of Fig. 20. Prominent near
saturation occurred; this is noted for the centerarethe fourresolvedpeaksof thegroup
frame 775. The white areas at 3250 c bars. To theleft is a 1 ram-widebarof groupB.

counts spill vertically, in the direction To theright of groupC aretheunresolvedD andE
bargroupsfollowedby the profileof the fine line,of parallel transfer, overriding lines
which borders the image on the right side.

below and exhib';ting blooming
behavior.

As the illumination level was lowered, image quality remained high and resolution of group C
bars was maintained. This was the case to levels represented by frame 779, for which the
white count was 80 and the dark count was 64.5 for a net signal count of about 15. Frame
781 had a maximum net signal of 6 counts. All parts of this image were clear visually in
spite of reduced contrast and noise fluctuation. The group C bars could not be resolved by
single line profile; to do this required a projected profile, averaging over an adjacent group of
pixels.

Frame 780 had the weakest illumination with a net average signal count in the thick bars of
2.4 ADC counts. The image was very weak, nevertheless all parts of the image were evident
visually. However, the group C bars could not be resolved by our usual profiles. Noise
fluctuation was very evident over the whole image with P,MS values of 0.5 in the dark areas
and in the thick white bars. Information had clearly been lost here compared to brighter
images.
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Table 6. SUMMARY: IMAGE FRAMES WITtt CALIBRATION TARGET
J

I

FRAME AC WHITE DARK 4-BAR COMMENT
ID VOLTS a COUNT COUNT RES. b

773 45 2000 120 yes Looks very clean

774 50 3000 150 yes Looks clean

775 55 3250 180 yes c Shows vertical blooming

776 47 2350 125 yes Looks very clean

777 38 920 90 yes Looks very clean

778 30 400 72 yes Looks very clean

779 20 80 64.5 yes Looks clean

780 16 66.2 63.8 no Image is very weak

781 18 70.0 64.0 yes d Has reduced contrast

782 off -- 63.7 -- Dark frame, no image seen

a) Refers to rheostatsettingfor incandescentilluminationlamp.
b) Refers to resolutionof four bars in groupC, each with widthand spacingof 100 I.tm.
c) Resolvedhorizontallybut obscuredverticallyby blooming.
d) Canbe resolvedwith reducedcontrastusingprojectedprofile.
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APPENDIX

VARIANCE VS ADC COUNT; THE MEANING OF THE SLOPE PARAMETER

In See. 11 we described the standard calibration procedure that we employed to verify the
performance of the CCD camera. The central portion of the CCD was illuminated by a
pulsed LED in a series of measurements. In each measurement we recorded data for the aver-
age ADC signal count per pixel and an RMS error per pixel as a function of the number of
LED pulses, namely as a function of the integrated illumination. From these data we verified
the linearity from a plot of signal count versus LED count. More importantly for the present
discussion, we obtained a calibration of the unit ADC count from the plot of variance (RMS
error squared) versus ADC signal count. It is the form and interpretation of the variance
curve that we discuss below.

As was mentioned in Sec. 11, it is well known that the inverse of the slope of the variance
curve is equal to the number of electron-hole pairs (e-h pairs) per pixel. The literature cita-
tions to this subject are often terse and bound up with questions of CCD efficiency and are
sometimes difficult to follow. We give a derivation below which helped to clarify the subject
for us.

In our measurement procedure we expose the CCD to the light signal for a fixed period of
time (one second), during which the integrated light exposure is controlled by the allowed
number of LED pulses. The resulting total ADC count from any such trial has a small com-
ponent arising from fixed sources of electronic background noise, such as amplifier noise, and
the larger signal component generated by the interactions of light with the CCD itself.
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We write, C = r + S where C is here defined to be the total ADC count, r is the electronic
background count and S is the light-generated signal count. We know that it is the e-h pairs
generated in the CCD by the incident light that give rise to the signal count, S. It is reason-
able to assume that a conversion constant exists that relates ADC counts and e-h pairs. We
call this conversion constant _, with units of e-h pairs per ADC count per pixel. (In the main

text we employed the notation Neh for this purpose; we do not use it here.) We further define
N to be the number of e-h pairs generated per pixel in the CCD: then S = N/_; N is now the
signal variable. ,

Writing down what we have so far and obtaining the variance of C, 82C, by the theorem for
the propagation of errors gives,

C =r +N/_,,

oc82C = ( )2.82r + (--_)2._52N ,

which is

_2 C = 82r + 82N/_2 ,

where 8C is the error in C (the RMS error referenced above), 8r is the error in r and 8N is
the error in N. The square of any such error is by definition the variance of that quantity.
The variable, N, is a reasonably large number and its probability distribution is given by the
Gaussian or normal distribution. This allows the RMS error in N to be expressed by the

square root of N, namely, 8N = 4N. Substituting 8N above gives,

82C =82r +N/_2

Whereas N/_, = S, and S = C- r, we have N/_, = C- r. Substituting this above provides an
equation for the variance of C, which is linear in C, namely,

Variance (C) = 82C = (82r - r/_.) + C/_..

Comparing this to the usual form for a linear equation, namely,

Variance (C ) = a + b ×C

we find that the slope parameter, b, is equal to 1/_., which is the chief result.

The intercept parameter, a, has the value a = (82r - r/_,) ; this seems to be somewhat com-
plicated. We note, however, that r occurs divided by k. Since r is assumed small and k is of
order 100 (240 in our measurements), the quotient r/_. may be neglected. In this approxima-
tion the intercept parameter is equal to the variance of the electronic noise, which is reason-
able.

In our measurements, the plots of variance versus signal count show good linear behavior
with reasonable values having been obtained for the calibration constant of electron-hole pairs
per ADC count.
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